Grand Masters

›› Etc.
All this for new members at minimal fees of

›› CHF 120.- annual fees per school or association

›› Participation in the MHE “Masters hall of

European
Martial Arts
Council
Be EMAC member, why?
The basic idea speaks for itself, so do its advantages:
The EMAC (European Martial Arts Council) was
created for martial arts and fighting sports

honor and fame Europe” (travel expenses,
accommodation, food and participation in
the WuShido© Award Galadinner at special
conditions for members/consultants).

›› Ambassadors (regional and country level)
are free to assist regular sessions, workshops without repetitive taxes and fees.

Why is the participation in the MHE so fascinating? Why can’t one pay an
award?

›› To create a common quality standard

If everyone can become member of the EMAC,
all cannot be honored. There is no such thing
as the “pupil of the year”. Every martial artist
is in oneself a pupil of the year, no matter his
rank. Whether one passes or not an exam, one
can say to oneself that one is a martial artist.

›› To exchange constructively within the MHE,

Is honored only:

›› By famous renowned representatives of
these disciplines

whatever the style and association, in
order to share these qualities with a wide
public as well as professional circles

›› To counteract negative and mercantile

international developments by organizing
high-standard seminars based on real values and an acknowledgment Gala dinner

›› Thereby the fighting sports and martial
arts values are again perceived under a
correct light

›› To strengthen and share this vision with

new constructive and positive sympathizers (national and international ambassadors favorable to the know-how transmission)

›› Proximity projects (to anchor the EMACs
statutes) and

›› Quality standards by Rating, education and
continuing education as well as

›› Certification for instructors, masters and

1. The one who fulfills the criteria in the
approach by first-in first-out submitting of
the complete documents. A third party can
also follow this procedure for his Master,
Grand Master.
2. A prospect candidature becomes officially
“Nominé” only after validation of the
candidature by independent specialized
EMAC experts (MHE WuShido© Award Committee).
3. The “Nominés WuShido©” are distinguished exclusively during the Gala dinner
with a trophy in one of only 8 categories.
No trophy is to be bought or sent by mail.
4. Gala Dinner dress code for women: cocktail
or evening dress and tuxedo or suit for the
men. Only guests respecting the dress code
will be welcomed. Offenders will not have
access nor get reimbursed.
5. Pictures: image rights are resigned. Pro-

fessional photographers care for the fact
that unforgettable moments are held in the
best quality. Who would like to order pictures may gladly acquire them. We so hope
that participants will be able to keep their
most beautiful memories of this shared
friendship gala dinner and at the same
time respect the national and international
evening standing.
Each consultant in charge of one or several
seminars belongs to the top league:
He will share with up to 3 other consultants a
discipline/style platform for 1 hour. Ego is not
asked, but team spirit underlining outwardly
our common mission is welcome.
EMAC-Ambassadors have priority followed by
the Seniority principle. Who does not appear,
replaced by an equivalent acting representative if necessary, and is absent more than once
at the Gala dinner will not have the consultant
status anymore.
According to the principle of rotation, the
consultants can change every year. This because all top consultants should also be able to
invest in new obligations and commitment for
the EMAC and their own development.
For CHF 50.- paid beforehand - every consultant can benefit from a MHE photo service
including two advertising photos by seminar.

Martial Arts Directory
In addition to the growing Facebook scene,
a new website will come in the foreseeable
future for the purposes of the MHE: the “Martial-Arts.directory”. As in an advertisement,
all EMAC members could present themselves
there and also be founded at a national and
international level. According to their offer,
infrastructure and education, EMAC members
will get a quality Rating.
The one who puts a lot actively must be able to
participate in the synergy.

What do I get as a MHE-Nominé / adviser?
Accepted MHE-Nominés / advisers get a whole
package including:

›› EUR 2’500 advertising (names will be resu-

med on all MHE social media, large visibility on regional television and the press).

›› 15% reduction on all admission tickets
ordered in advance* (see Code*).

›› As of 10 entrance cards sold for “Martial

Arts Expo” or 5 reservations for the gala
dinner, the participation of the nominé at
the Gala dinner is FREE

›› Discount given to the spouses for the Gala
dinner.

The vision stands in the
center
Yes, becoming an EMAC member, as “Ambassador”, whether regional, national or as active
country representative for this community has
many advantages. However, something is required: a commitment to the vision. Then YOU
are very welcome
Other EMAC details are in the statutes (europeanmartialartscouncil.eu/statute): from
fight sports practitioners and martial artists,
to industry specialists, adult education and
jurisprudence.
EMAC: that is why combat sportsmen and martial artists have a common vision.
Damian Mohler
President of the European Martial Arts Council
Founder and chairman of the MHE - Masters
Hall of Honor and Fame Europe

*Code inquiries must be directed in advance at coordination@mhe.events

Links
Statutes
europeanmartialartscouncil.eu/statutes
Registration
europeanmartialartscouncil.eu/membership/
entry-form/
Application MHE WuShido© Award
europeanmartialartscouncil.eu/
prospects-applying
MHE
(Masters Hall of Honor and Fame Europe)
mhe.events

